Annex 2 | Photographs
▲ 1st meeting of the National Committee on the Safeguarding of the ICH (16 February 2012)

▲ Archive and Library of KazNUA (1)
▲ Archive and Library of KazNUA (2)

▲ Archive of the Literature and Art Institute named after M.Auezov
▲ Junior assistants conducting research in the Archive of the Literature and Art Institute named after M.Auezov

▲ Junior research assistant working in the Archive of the Institute of Literature and Art named after M.Auezov
Junior research assistant working navigating the database of KazNUA

Respondents - KazNUA at their discussion panel on ICH IP issues
▲ Respondents and junior assistants of KazNUA at their panel discussion on ICH IP questions

▲ Respondents - Institute of Literature and Art named after M.Auezov
▲ Translation of the ancient manuscript in the Institute of Literature and Art named after M.Auezov

▲ Respondents - KazNUA at their panel discussion on ICH IP questions
▲ IP Survey Legal expert, E. Azimova